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ABSTRACT: A prototype of the luminometer, designed for a future e+e− collider detector, was
tested in the CERN PS accelerator T9 testbeam. The objective of this test beam was to demonstrate
a multi-plane operation and to study the development of the electromagnetic shower and compare
with MC simulations. In addition, the response to different tagged particles was investigated.
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1. Introduction20

Two special calorimeters [1] are foreseen in the very forward region of a future detector, the Lumi-21

nosity Calorimeter (LumiCal) and the Beam Calorimeter (BeamCal). The LumiCal will measure22

the luminosity with a precision of better than 10−3 at 500 GeV centre-of-mass energy and 3×10−3
23

at 1 TeV centre-of-mass energy at the ILC, and with a precision of 10−2 at CLIC. The BeamCal24

will perform a bunch-by-bunch estimate of the luminosity and, supplemented by a pair monitor,25

assist beam tuning when included in a fast feedback system [2].26

Both calorimeters extend the detector coverage to low polar angles, important e.g. for new27

particle searches with a missing energy signature [3]. A sketch of the design is shown in Figure 128

for the ILD detector. The LumiCal is positioned in a circular hole of the end-cap electromagnetic29

calorimeter ECAL. The BeamCal is placed just in front of the final focus quadrupole. LumiCal30

covers polar angles between 31 and 77 mrad and BeamCal, between 5 and 40 mrad.31

Both calorimeters consist of 3.5 mm-thick tungsten absorber disks, each corresponding to32

around one radiation length, interspersed with sensor layers. Each sensor layer is segmented radi-33

ally and azimuthally into pads. The read-out rate is driven by the beam-induced background. Due34

to the high occupancy originating from beamstrahlung and two-photon processes, both calorime-35

ters need a fast readout. Front-end (FE) and ADC ASICs are placed at the outer radius of the36

calorimeters. In addition, the lower polar-angle range of BeamCal is exposed to a large flux of low37

energy electrons, resulting in depositions up to one MGy for a total integrated luminosity of 50038

fb−1 at 500 GeV. Hence, radiation hard sensors are needed. Prototype detector planes assembled39

with FE- and ADC-ASICs for LumiCal and for BeamCal have been built. In this paper, results of40

the performance of a prototype of LumiCal following tests in the CERN PS beam are reported.41
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Figure 1: The very forward region of the ILD detector. LumiCal, BeamCal and LHCAL are carried
by the support tube for the final focusing quadrupole QD0 and the beam-pipe. TPC denotes the
central tracking chamber, ECAL the electromagnetic and HCAL the hadron calorimeter.

2. Overview of testbeam instrumentation42

The performance of fully instrumented LumiCal and BeamCal detector planes was studied in pre-43

vious testbeam campaigns. The results were fully matching the requirements [4]. The next step in44

the detector prototype development was to prepare and conduct a testbeam study of a multi-plane45

module, performed in October 2014 at the T9 east area of the proton synchrotron (PS) at CERN.46

2.1 Mechanical framework47

To allow the multiple-plane operation, a sophisticated mechanical structure was developed at CERN [5,48

6] to meet the demanding geometrical requirements. The precision of the shower polar angle recon-49

struction imposes a precision in the positioning of the sensors of a few tens of micrometers. Since50

only four detector planes were available, the mechanical structure had to enable modifications in51

the prototype layout during the testbeam, allowing to measure the longitudinal shower profile. The52

overall view of the structure of the mechanical frame is presented in Figure 2. The most important53

component, the layers positioning structure, includes three aluminum combs with 30 slots each,54

which allow to install the tungsten absorber or active sensor layer with the required precision.55

2.2 Permaglass frames56

The 3.5 mm thick tungsten absorber plates are mounted in permaglass frames, as shown in Figure 3.57

The light gray inserts located on the left, right (outside) and bottom (inside) sides of the permaglass58

frames (yellow) contain small bearing balls providing precisely positioned support points for the59

comb slots. Currently the sensors are mounted onto a 2 mm thick PCB1 serving as the mechanical60

support and high voltage supply. Therefor sensor layers are positioned in slots forseen for tungsten61

1this thickness will be reduced in future to be less than 0.5 mm using a sophisticated connectivity scheme under
development. Then sensor planes will be positioned in the 0.5 mm gap between absorber planes.
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Figure 2: Left-hand side: Scheme of the complete mechanical structure with the tungsten absorbers
and readout boards installed. Upper right-hand side: Dimensions of the precision mechnaical frame
for the positioning of sensor and absorber planes. Lower right-hand side: Detail of the retaining
comb jig for positioning of sensor and absorber planes.

Figure 3: Detector layers supporting frames. Left-hand side: Tungsten absorber (gray) in a per-
maglass frame (yellow). Right-hand side: Sensor (gray) PCB (green) partially retracted from a
permaglass frame (yellow).

absorber planes to form a stack, as shown in Figure 4. Sensor planes can then be swapped with62

absorber planes to measure electromagnetic showers at several positions inside the stack.63
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The positioning precision of the supporting structure, as well as the tungsten absorber thick-64

ness uniformity, were extensively tested [6]. The maximum differences between the theoretical and65

measured absorber plane positions do not exceed the required ±50 µm precision2. A function test66

of the fully assembled stack was performed performed before installation in the testbeam and the67

full detector prototype functionality was confirmed.68

2.3 Detector module geometry69

For 5 GeV electrons from PS accelerator beam the expected maximum of the shower is located70

around the 6th absorber layer. In order to measure the full shower development, data should be71

taken with at least the first 10 layers instrumented. Since only four readout boards are available,72

this condition could be met only with at least three absorber layers placed between each active73

sensor layer.74

However, this leads to a rather small number of measurements which could result in large un-75

certainties in the shower shape. Since the mechanical support structure enables a relatively simple76

detector geometry changes, a different approach was applied. Three different detector configura-77

tions were used, with the active sensor layers always separated by two absorber layers. By adding78

additional absorber layers upstream the detector, the sensor layers were effectively moved down-79

stream in the shower. The first stack configuration is shown in Figure 4, the second in Figure 5.80

A summary of all configurations used is given in Table 1. The single absorber layer after the last81

silicon sensor was added in order to simulate the particles backscattering as it takes place in the82

target detector. The shower can be therefore sampled up to the 10th layer with a shower sampling83

resolution of one radiation length. Since the positions of sensors S1–S3 in the first configuration84

are replicated by the S0–S2 in the second one, the measurement results for the corresponding sen-85

sors from both configurations should be almost identical, being a lever arm to control response86

variation in the measurement. The data can be combined in order to imitate the detector prototype87

comprising nine active sensor layers.88

Due to a malfunctioning of the FPGA on readout board of S3 in the third configuration the89

FPGA only eight positions are used.90

2This requirement will become relevant when thin sensor planed will be used in future.
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Figure 4: Current geometry of the LumiCal detector prototype with active sensor layers located in
place of tungsten absorbers. The Y axis (perpendicular to Z) is not in scale.
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Figure 5: Three LumiCal detector prototype configurations used in testbeam. The Y axis (perpen-
dicular to Z) is not in scale.

Radiation lengths in absorber X0

Configuration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 S0 S1 S2 S3
2 S0 S1 S2 S3
3 S0 S1 S2 S3

Table 1: Positions of active sensor layers in three configurations expressed in number of absorber
layers (i.e. radiation lengths in absorber X0) in front of the sensor layer. S0–S3 stands for Sensor 0
– Sensor 3.

3. Testbeam area instrumentation91

The PS accelerator provides a primary proton beam with momentum of 24 GeV/c. Since the beam92

is shared between different testbeam instrumentations and the LHC beam delivery system, the93

primary beam for the T9 area is provided in 400 ms long spills with a typical time separation of94

33.6 s between them. The primary beam is converted using several targets and for the present95

testbeam it provided a secondary beam with muons, pions, hadrons and electrons with momenta in96

range of 1–15 GeV/c. The beam momentum can be fixed by the magnetic field of dipole magnets97

while the horizontal spatial spread is reduced by a set of collimators. The simplified overall view98

of the PS east area testbeam facility is presented in Figure 6.

Primary beam
Target

Secondary beam:
hadrons, muons,
electrons

Collimator
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trigger scintillators
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dump
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Figure 6: Overall, simplified view (not in scale) of the testbeam instrumentation.

99
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Photographs showing the details of the testbeam area instrumentation are presented in Fig-100

ures 7 and 8. The schematic diagram of the instrumentation geometry is shown in Figure 9. Since101

the secondary beam consists of a mix of various particles, the Cherenkov counters were used to102

discriminate the electrons or/and muons. The gas Cherenkov counters allow particle identification103

as well as the energy discrimination by changing the HV of the photomultiplier and the pressure of104

the CO2. For the given electron energy of 5 GeV, the gas pressure was set to 53 kPa with the HV105

set to 1900 and 1950 V for the first and second Cherenkov counter, respectively.

Scintillators

Telescope planes Hole scintillator LumiCal

Beam

Figure 7: Detailed photograph of the testbeam area instrumentation.
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Figure 8: Overall photograph of the testbeam area instrumentation.

To reconstruct the trajectories of beam particles a multilayer tracking detector, the so-called107
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Figure 9: Testbeam area instrumentation geometry. The Y axis (perpendicular to Z) is not in scale.

telescope, developed by the Aarhus University, was used. The telescope utilizes the Mimosa26108

chips, a monolitic active pixel sensor with fast binary readout [7]. The Mimosa26 chip comprises109

1152 × 576 pixels with 18.4 µm pitch, resulting in ∼21.2 × 10.6 mm2 active area. The binary110

readout accepts the pixel signals exceeding a preset discrimination level. The pixel matrix is read111

continuously providing a complete frame every 115.2 µs. The data are gathered, triggered and112

stored by a custom DAQ system, based on the PXI crate, developed by the Aarhus University in113

collaboration with Strasbourg University. Four telescope planes, each comprising one Mimosa26114

chip, were set upstream of the stack as shown in Figure 9. Three scintillation conters were used to115

provide a trigger for particles traversing the active part of the telescope sensors and the region of116

the sensors in the stack being read out. Two 5× 5 mm2 scintillators tiles were placed upstream and117

downstream of the telescope (marked in blue in Figure 9) and one (marked in red), with a 9 mm118

diameter circular hole, was placed just before the last telescope plane. Compact photomultipliers119

were attached to the scintillators providing electrical pulses. In order to ensure that triggers are120

only generated by beam particles in the sensitive area of the telescope, the signal from the hole121

scintillator was set in anti-coincidence. The trigger signal was combined with the Cherenkov coun-122

ters response, as shown in Figure 10, to create a trigger for electrons. Apart of the loss of beam

Cherenkov
counters

Trigger

Scintillators 

Hole
scintillator

Triggered track

Rejected track

Figure 10: Svcheme of the trigger system.

123

electrons, also a fraction of the particles passing outside the circular hole of the anti-coincidence124
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scintillator give a trigger and are registered. An exemplary track of such particle is shown in Fig-125

ure 10 as a dark-red line, labeled as a rejected track.126

The main limitation in the data statistics is the split into 400 ms long spills, containing typically127

103–104 particles. Taking into account the spill repetition frequency, slightly below 2 per minute128

(≈0.03 Hz), and the electron fraction of about 5 %, a rate of 1.5–15 electrons per second was129

expected. In addition, the DAQ applies a veto mechanism rejecting triggers during the event data130

packaging. As a result, some of the electron triggers generated during the 400-ms long spill will be131

rejected, reducing the average event rate. Since the Mimosa26 chip provides a continuous readout,132

a high particle intensity during short spills can produce multiple track events, to be considered in133

the data analysis.134

4. Connections and data taking135

Both sub-systems, the telescope and the stack, had a DAQ computer for control and data taking.136

In order to monitor and distribute the trigger signal correctly, a trigger logic unit (TLU) was used.137

The TLU receives the trigger signal and generates an integer TLU number, counting the number of138

triggers received. The TLU then passes on the trigger signal and the TLU number to the telescope139

and the stack, respectively. In order to coordinate between the TLU number and the telescope140

frame number a dedicated auxillary (AUX) unit was used, saving these two numbers for the same141

event. Figure 11 displays the connections and the flow of information in the system.142

Figure 11: A schematic of the connections and the path of the signal in the system. Data is sym-
bolized by a thick arrow, while simple bit information (e.g. the trigger signal) is symbolized by a
thin arrow

In each of the sensor planes, the connected pads were pads 51-64 of sector L1 and 47-64 of143

sector R1, as shown in Figure 12. Upon the arrival of a trigger the 32 channels were recorded144

with 32 samplings in the ADC in steps of 50ns, resulting in a total read time of 1.6µs. For each145
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trigger the TLU number from the LumiCal DAQ, the TLU number from the AUX and the telescope146

frame number from the AUX were stored, for the purpose of synchronization between the stack and147

telescope data.148

Figure 12: A prototype silicon sensor for LumiCal

4.1 Telescope alignment and tracking149

Since for the given trigger and beam structure a single particle track per event in average was150

estimated, the corresponding average hit count per event per plane should be also around one if151

the noise hits were neglected. However, the noise hits contribution is quite high and dominates152

over hits generated by the beam particles, especially for the fourth telescope plane. The spatial153

distribution of the hits, refered to hereafter as hit-maps, are shown in Figure 13.154

Below each hit-map a projection of the number of hits on the X axis is shown. A clear pattern,155

corresponding to the Mimosa26 internal architecture, can be seen on the Figure 13, especially for156

the fourth plane. Four regions in X with high noise hit rates can be found, while the transverse157

beam profile is almost imperceptible. A noticeable beam structure can be only seen on the left158

side of the third telescope plane. The high noise hit rate requires therefore a sophisticated tracking159

algorithm to detect the real particle track.160

Since the positions of the telescope planes were only roughly set by the telescope mechanical161

support structure, an alignment was required to define and correct for the testbeam telescope planes162

mutual positions. Neglecting multiple scattering, the particle tracks are a straight lines. The hit163

positions in all telescope planes should be placed along these lines within a pixel-size precision.164

Noise hits are randomly distributed, and the fraction of them alllowing to form a straight trajectory165

s expected to be small. In the track finding algorithm each point in the first plane is connected to any166

point on the second plane to form a straight line. If hits within a predefined radius around this line167

can be found in the two remaining planes, these four hits are associated together as a particle track.168

In the start of the alignment procedure a relatively large radius was used. In an iterative procedure169

the radius was reduced after each step. Since each iteration decreases the initial misalignment,170

more spourious tracks can be rejected, improving the overall alignment accuracy.171

The results of the procedure described above can be seen in the hit-maps for the reconstructed172

tracks, shown in Figure 14.173
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Figure 13: Maps of the raw telescope hits (top) together with projections on the X axis (bottom).
The red circle represents the hole in the anti-coincidence scintillator.

Tt=he beam profile can be clearly seen for the reconstructed tracks. In particular, the distribu-174

tion for the last telescope plane remains, as expected from the geometry, in very good agreement175

with the hole in the anti-coincidence scintillator. The number of tracks passing the hole was esti-176

mated to be above 95 %, in good agreement with the expected scintillation efficiency.177

***********************************************178

this i do not understand. previously a an efficiency of 80 % was quaoted !!179

**********************************************180

181
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Figure 14: Maps of telescope hits assigned to a track(after data processing, top) together with
the projection on the X axis (bottom). The red circle represents the hole in the anti-coincidence
scintillator.

5. Results182

5.1 Signal processing183

Each channel of the front-end ASIC comprised a charge sensitive amplifier, a pole-zero cancella-184

tion circuit (PZC), and a first order CR-RC shaper. It was designed to work in two modes: the185

physics mode and the calibration mode. In the physics mode (low gain), the detector is sensitive186

to electromagnetic showers resulting in high energy deposition and the front-end electronics pro-187

cesses signals up to almost 10 pC per channel. In the calibration mode (high gain), it detects signals188

from relativistic muons, considered as almost Minimum Ionizing Particles (MIPs), to be used for189

calibration and alignment. To match the ILC timing, the shaper peaking time, Tpeak, was set to190
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about 60 ns. The prototype ASIC containing 8 front-end channels was designed and fabricated in191

0.35µm four-metal two-poly CMOS technology.192

Figure 15: Block diagram of the reaout chain.

To analyse the beam-test data and to perform pile-up studies, a sufficiently high ADC sampling-193

rate and very high internal-data throughput between the ADC and the FPGA-based back-end elec-194

tronics was assured. The signals from 32 channels were sampled with a 20 MS/s rate, and digitised195

with a 10-bit resolution, resulting in a raw data-stream of about 6.4 Gb/s. The complete module196

had 4 multi-channels chips with 8 channels each. The read-out chain shown in Fig. 15 contained197

the Si-sensor, kapton fan-out, front-end electronic and multichannel 10-bit pipeline ADC ASIC.198

The ASIC is controlled by FPGA-based data concentrator. A photograph of an assembled detector199

module is shown in Fig. 16.

Figure 16: Photograph of a LumiCal readout module with a sensor.
200

A dedicated software was prepared the beam-test data.201

In order to quantify the size of the signal in the sensor from the 32 samplings, several methods202

were used. One was to determine the maximum amplitude within the 32 samplings per event per203

channel. Another methods consisted of amplitude signal reconstruction by fitting or by a deconvo-204

lution filter.205
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The pedestal and common mode noise (CMN) were subtracted and the RMS was calculated206

for each channel. The pedestal was calculated for each channel in the first 15 sampling points207

before arrival of the signal. The RMS values for all 4 sensors from each channel are shown in208

Fig. 17. The procedure of determining the common mode noise, considering the different gain of

Figure 17: The pedestal standard deviation as a function of channel number.
209

the channels, is seen in Fig. 17. The CMN was calculated separately for 4-channel groups with210

different gains. The final result, after subtracting the pedestal and the CMN is shown in Fig. 18.211

For the maximum amplitude method, the signal is the maximum value of the ADC counts for212

a window of 15 samples, starting at the 12th sample. For the fitting method, a function which213

depends on the sampling time was used, as follows:214

S = Max(x(t′)), (5.1)

x(t ′) =
V0

τ
(t ′− t0)e

t′−t0
τ , (5.2)

where S is the signal, t ′ is the sample time, τ - the shaping time, and t0 is the signal starting time.215

The maximum value of the signal was obtained from a fit with this function.216

The deconvolution method was used to determine the pulse amplitude and arrival time. The217

amplitude of the input pulse is calculated as the sum of two non-zero samples multiplied by a time218

dependent correction factor,219

A = (S1 +S2)
τe

T (t−1)+τ

τ

T
[
1− t

(
1− e−

T
τ

)] , (5.3)

t0 = tT =

S2
S1

T
S2
S1
+ e−

T
τ

, (5.4)

where A is the pulse amplitude, S1 and S2 are two consecutive signals, T the sampling period, and220

t0 is the correction time.221
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Figure 18: The profile of the 32 sampling of one electron event after subtracting the pedestal and
the CMN in each of the 32 channels.

************************222

what does thie mean ??223

************************224

225

For the testbeam data processing, the sampling period was 50ns and the shaping time 68ns.226

5.2 Electromagnetic shower227

In order to analysis the electromagnetic shower development the energy deposited in each sensor228

plane for each configuration was used. However, the triggered beam particles contained a few per-229

cent of muons. Before to extract the energy deposition it was necessary to separate the muons from230

electrons. Figure 19 shows an energy spectrum for electron and muon beam (blue) and electron231

spectrum (red).232

The muon spectrum, shown in Fig 20 was used as a calibration factor.233

The calibration factor obtained from the muons. The most probable value of the amplitude234

distribution, described by a convolution of the Landau distributuion with a Gaussian, was deter-235

mined for each sensor plane.236
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Figure 19: Energy deposition for a (e−+µ) beam.

Figure 20: Muon spectrum fitted with a convolution of a Gaussian and a Landau distribution func-
tion.

***********************237

what was then done with this MPV238

************************239

The electron shower development as a function of the number of tungsten absorber layer for all240

detector configurations were measured and are shown in Fig. 21. The measurement results were241

compared with prediction of GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations where the experimental setup was242

implemented. As can be seen, good agreement was found between them. The shower maximum is243

observed after 6 radiation lengths.244
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Figure 21: Average energy depopsited in the instrumented area of the LumiCal detector prototype
as a function of the number of tungsten absorber layers (approximately equal to radiation length).
The dots are the data and the shaded area, the MC simulation
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